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 | Let’s look at the numbers

Ink Substrate Machine Labor

7% 69% 11% 13%

This document is aimed to help you find 
the formula for success. Let’s start with the 
industry average printing costs.

If you cannot easily reduce cost, then you 
need to look at producing print jobs with 
higher value! 

Breakdown of printing costs
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The closer to the point of the transaction, the greater the value of print 

 | The Buying Journey

Traditional 
Offset

Outdoor 
Signage

Indoor
Signage

Displays Packages BUY
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 | What’s trending?

Digital Signage

 11% 34% 9%

Radio Advertisements

 9% 38% 15%

TV Advertisements

 15% 33% 14%

Print Ads

 15% 40% 9%

Retail Events

 39% 34% 7%

Internet Marketing

 59% 23% 2%

Packaging Design

 61% 26% 4%

POP Displays

 54% 34% 8%

Investment Intent by Tactic  
(In-Store Marketing Institute)

Increased investments = 
creating opportunities

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

 More Emphasis Less Emphasis No Change
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2D Rectangular

Where 2D cutting is firmly stuck in a commodity market, there’s still a lot of value in shapes and in 3D.

 | The value of shape

No premium

2D Contour

20% premium 43% premium

3D Container

0%

100%

150%

Based on customer survey 
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Looking at the value of run lenghts, we can see that offering very short runs is very attractive for the bottom line. 

 | The value of run length

30 copies

54% premium

200 copies

20% premium

500+ copies

No premium
0%

100%

200%

Based on customer survey
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Evolution in turnaround time in days between 1997 and 2016.

The average turnaround time decreased dramatically over the last 20 years to 1 to 2 days.

 | The value of speed

Based on customer survey
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If you can design the package or display you can improve your premium by 30x

Based on customer survey

 | The value of design

Add a 30% premium!
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Short run
Less than 500 copies

On demand
Less than 36 hours

We’ve looked at the value of shape, run-lengths, speed and design. 

When you add up all the findings, the four key elements to a successful large format-print enterprise are: on demand, short runs especially in 3D. 

 | Success formula: 4 key elements

Dimensional
2D contour signs 

3D packages 
3D displays

Designed
In house or outsourced



How can Esko help?
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We now know that you can protect your mar-
gins by producing short runs on demand, 
preferably of 3D pieces (like displays).

Esko helps companies with solutions that:

 • help with design, in 2D and 3D 
 • streamline the print-to-cut  workflow 

considerably
 • reduce waste throughout the company
 • integrate industry leading cutting tables 

with intelligent control software
 
Never was taking control of your production 
so easy, from design to shipping.

 | Esko brings value to  
large format printing
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Quick wins: 

 • Allows short run production

 • Short set-up time, no need to wait for a die

 • High throughput and speed

 • Process a wide array of materials

 • Image nesting for low waste

Graphic Design
Make sure that all incoming files are 
press ready with intuitive software.

 | Producing 2D contours: How does it work?

Print 
Send perfectly nested  jobs to the 
large format printer or proofer.

Finish
Kongsberg tables are the most 
versatile cutting solutions on the 
market, designed to deliver perfect 
quality on a wide range of materials.
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Quick wins:  

 • Allows short run production

 • Short set-up time, no need to wait for a die

 • High throughput and speed

 • Process a wide array of materials

 • Image nesting for low waste

 • Structural design for 3D displays or packages

Structural Design
ArtiosCAD is the world’s leading 
CAD editor for POP displays.

 | Producing 3D displays or packaging: 
How does it work?

Graphic design
Studio makes it easy to add graphics 
to CAD files, in Adobe Illustrator!

Print 
Send optimized PDFs to the large 
format printer.

Finish
Kongsberg cutting tables are 
designed to deliver perfect quality, 
even on demanding POP materials.
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Designing POP displays is not always easy. 
The ArtiosCAD Display Store makes designing 
alluring displays possible for everyone. 

On the ArtiosCAD Display Store you will find 
hundreds of resizable, production ready, dis-
play POP designs. The library is the largest of 
its kind, and it’s still growing.

 • The largest library of production-ready 
POP displays

 • Resizable for endless variations
 • All downloads include 2D, 3D, reports 

and videos
 
www.esko.com/displays

 | Designing POP displays has never been easier
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Kongsberg X  
Sign Production
The Kongsberg X cutting table that offers 
unlimited versatility for the production of 
signs.

Kongsberg X Designer
The Kongsberg X for professional sample 
making.

With Kongsberg X, you can invest in the tools you need today, with the confidence than you will be able to upgrade as your business grows. 
You can to add new tools for new materials, new applications, or more capacity so that you can add volume and enter new market segments.

 | Kongsberg X series for ultimate versatility

Kongsberg X  
Pack Production
The Kongsberg X cutting table with the ulti-
mate versatility for the production of pack-
aging and POP displays.
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Kongsberg C  
Sign production 
24/7 productivity for signage production

Kongsberg C  
Packaging production
Unlimited productivity for corrugated 
production

Kongsberg C series is built for the highest performance, pushing the limits of the term short run production.

The Kongsberg C offers speed (100m/min - 66 ips) and acceleration (up to 1.5G ) with quick and precise tool movements, making high quality 
short run production possible, even under the tightest deadlines.

 | Kongsberg C series for true production power
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Better estimating 
protects margins 
The workflow generates press ready jobs 
and estimates time and cost. Operators 
have a complete overview of all running and 
queued jobs, giving them control to priori-
tize table queues, insert rush jobs and bal-
ance workloads between tables.

The Kongsberg solution is much more than 
industry standard digital cutting tables.

To optimize the total performance, we add 
smart features to the table, and eliminate – or 
automate – steps throughout the workflow.

Faster set-up
Setting up the table, for instance, is faster 
than ever before; all settings are stored in 
an expert system with shared resources. 
Changing tools and replacing blades 
between jobs becomes largely automated 
and a lot less complex.

Automatic sheet loading
Various options for automatic sheet loading 
and stacking allow for a wide range of config-
urations, even for unmanned digital cutting 
operation.

 | Increasing production throughput
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Do you want to know more? Visit esko.com/kongsberg or talk to us at info.eur@esko.com.

 | Want to know more?


